A Pitot Tube is used to measure a cars speed relative to the surrounding air. The assembly is made
up of a pair of concentric tubes. The ellipsoidal nose cone at the tip has a small aperture in the end
which is connected to the inner tube, while an annular ring of holes on the outer tube senses the
static/surrounding air pressure.
By measuring the difference between the air pressure of the inner and outer tubes (please see KA
Sensors KAP Differential Pressure Sensor), the speed of the vehicle can be sensed, measured and
calculated.
The KAPT Pitot Tube is a KA designed and manufactured product that is ideally partnered with the
KAP Differential Pressure Sensor. Individually or used together they offer a cost effective high
performance solution for dynamic pressure measurements in demanding motorsport and on-vehicle
automotive applications. They are ideal for high precision data acquisition or control systems.







Offering a high level of reliability and endurance the KAPT is protected against the high vibration,
shock and high temperatures found in motorsport.
The KAPT is also suitable for wet/wet installations.
While a standard sized KAPT is available, a fully custom customer service is also available.
The KAPT paired with the KAP are race proven and can be found in many race series around the
world.
See the separate datasheet (KAP) for details of the Differential Pressure Sensor.



Material

316 Grade Stainless Steel

Outer/Static Tube

0.24" ID

Inner/Dynamic Tube

0.08" ID

Horizontal Length

4" Standard (Others Available)

Vertical Height

6" Standard (Others Available)

Ellipsoidal/Dynamic Aperture

0.04"

Annular/Static Aperture

4 x 0.04"

Dynamic Connection

4mm Barb Fitting

Static Connection

4mm Barb Fitting

Weight

1.2oz

Options

Reach, Deck Height and Labelling

PMC/KA Sensors adopts a continuous development program which sometimes necessitates specification changes without notice
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KAPT Horizontal Length

4" (100mm)

Vertical Height

6" (150mm)
1.2" (30mm)

Special Codes

-

-

010
015
030

None

000

The KA configuration tool is used to specify a standard KA Sensor, other options are available.






Dimensions in inches



Dynamic Pressure
Ø 0.40"

0.97"

Static Pressure




Barb Aligned
Parallel to Tip


Ø 0.24"

Vertical Length

6" or 12"






Ø 0.04" Static Aperture (x4)
Ø 0.04" Dynamic Aperture

2"
4"
Horizontal Length

Static Connection

Dynamic connection

4mm Barb

4mm Barb
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